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Abstraet

The dynamic performance of the High Voltage Direct Current {ËWDC)

transmission systems connected to weak ac systems depends strongly upon

ttre cont¡ol systems of the dc link. some of the complicatlons that arise are

the high risk of commutatlon failu¡e, possible voltage tnstability and long

recovery tlmes to disturbances.

In tl.is thesis three suitable control systems a¡e studied and compared by

subJecting them to various operatlng conditlons and system faults. The

tesüng is done on a weak ac tra¡sn¡lssion system. All the work is ca¡ried out

using EMTDC slmulatlon.
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INTROÐACTION

I.1 BACKGROUND

A phase locked loop (PLL) ca¡r be used to recover a signâl deeply imbedded

Ín noise a¡rd ha¡monic distortjons. The PLL generates a "clea¡r" waveform

t-hat is in phase with the fundamental component of the input waveform.

One of the earliest utilizaüons of PLL techniques was for the

s5mchronization of radio signals in the early 193O's' It became more widely

used with the advent of television - for the horizontal and verlical

synchronization of signals. Nowadays PLls a¡e also used for tracking very

weak satellite signåls.

In power systems applications the signal is crucial to the operation of t-l.e

the cont¡ols to a converter statjon. It is importa-rìt to fìre the valves of a dc

converter in exact synchronism with the ac system voltages which can often

be distorted. A phase locked loop can be used to accurately lock on to the

fundamental of the ac waveform and can thus be used as the reference for

deriving the fìring pulses. The accuracy of the PLL in doing itsiob facilitates

t]1e minimøation of reactive power required and also helps overcome the

susceptibility to ha¡monic instability by weak ac systems and recovery from

faults.



1 .2 SCOPÞ OF THÞ.SIS

The intent of this thesis is to briefly discuss PLL theory and then consider

its application to the cont¡ol of converter stations.

At the converter station the conversion of ac to dc, or vice versa, is achieved

through a pattern of thyristor fìring. This systematic onloff scheme for the

thyristors is regulated by a firing al-lgle, which is generated as part of t].e

controls of the station. Not only is the determinatjon of this angle partially

dependent on the actual incoming signal, but its firing also depends on the

accuracy of the measurement of this signal' The less com:pted the

waveform, tJre greater the cont¡ol scheme's reliability a¡d effectiveness'

This is the job of the PLL - to deliver this accurate and fdeal signal'

There a¡e many ways to implement a PLL, in both analog and digital

¡¿aliz¿(¡s¡s [1,21. One coÍunon application of PLls ln converter stations is

to use it to deliver a train of pulses to fìre tl1e tlyristors at a frequency exactly

equal to the input signal frequency. So, regardless of any noise, harmonlcs

or disturbances, tJre speed and accuracy of the PLL determines the dynamic

â¡Ìd steady-state operation of the converter stauon. The PLL is a feedback

loop and the derivation of this feedback differentiates valious PLIÆ. Three

different simulated control loops are studied and compared in this thesis.

The fust one is referred to as a pulse frequency cont¡oller [3,41. In this loop

any change is t¡anslated into a charge in the actual frequency of the pulses.

Ttre second one is simlla¡, but the change has a primary effect on the the

phase of the pulses, hence it is referred to as a pulse phase controller Ill.

These two are the more traditional cont¡ol loops, while the third and last one

considered in tJris thesis is a new application of the dqz t¡ansformation on

a pulse frequency controller [5,61. This t¡ansformation involves converting

-2-



the three-phase input, which means three values are needed to represent

the waveform at each insta¡t, to a twc-phase quantltywhich still retains the

relevant information needed. The dqz transformation has already been

used in machine cont¡ol and can only be considered a novel approach with

regards to converter control. This t¡ansformatjon has superior immunity

to disturbances and ha¡monic distortlon on the input, so it is tdeal for

incorporaüon in a PLL.

These three cont¡ol loops are imbedded into the cont¡ols of a simulated

weak hvdc system to evaluate thelr performance. one drawback of weak

systems is t]le fact that lt is more susceptible to voltage instability at the ac

bus, therefore making the Job of the PLL more demanding' Complications

that might arise are the loss of synchronizing voltages' the high risk of

cornmutaüon fallu¡e and long recovery tlmes of the system to any faults on

the line. v/e subJect the system to various operatlng disturbances to test

their responses, and we compare the results of the tb¡ee control loops under

considerauon.

The simulailon package used for tllls thesis is EMTDC, an electromagnetic

simulatlon transient a¡alysis program designed in Manitoba [7]'



Chapter 2

CONTROL OF CONVERTERS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

converters a¡e used to transform the ac quantities to dc quantitles (this

mode referred to as rectjfìcatlon), or vlce versa (referred to as inversion).

They consist of an arrangement of switches which are perÍodically fired on

and off. The dc voltage, for example, is obtained by switching the proper ac

phase at the appropriate time. The firing or turn on instânt is important and

incorrect fìring can result in misfiring a¡ld the generaüon of

uncha¡acterisuc harmonics into the system. since tt.e firing is dependent

on ttre incoming waveforms, t] is task is further complicated when they are

distorted or fluctuatlng' This is where a PLL, which is capable of

synthesizing the idealzed version of its input, can play a major role in the

converter cont¡ols.

2 .2 CONTROLSi OF A DC SYSTEM

Figure 2 .I shows a simptifìed dc system with two converters, one located

at each end. At the sending end there is a rectifier which converts the ac

todc'Theoppositeisdonebytheinverter,situatedatthereceivingend.

-4-



e# =l-çsending end receiving end

Ftgure 2 .l : Line Representatlon of a DC System

The dc line is normally operated at its rated voltage for mlnimum power loss,

and therefore to keep it constant t]le dc current is the quantity used to

deliver the rated voltage. The load at the receiving end determines the

required current in the dc llne to meet the required dema¡d' Though the

controls ofa converter regulate tfris current, it is only feasible for one of the

converters, either the rectifler or inverter, to be in charge of this current

control. To make best utiuzatlon of t]]e üne a¡d have the least total reactive

powercompensation,thistaskisusuallyassumedbytherecttfìer.The

other form of control, designated to t]le inverter, is consta¡t extinction angle

control and is necessary to keep the inverter fìring angle at an optlmum

value. The characteristlcs of ttre rectifier and inverter ca¡r be seen in

Figure 2 .2 , the operaüng point being the intersection of the two curwes [8]'

Note that these are the ideellzed basic characteristlcs' various other cont¡ol

modes a¡e superposed on this, such as current error cont¡ol or voltage

-5-



dependent current limits, which are not presented

completely different philosophies aJe sometjmes used

control on the inverter, etc.

here. Similarly,

- such as voltage

rectifìer

constantinven9r extjnction

--__- 
angle control

operaüng
potnt

Flgure 2 .2 : Cha-ractertsücs of a RectÍìer and Inverter

2 .3 FIRING CONTROL

Ttre obJ ective of the ffring angle contfols ofa converter stauon is to regulate

the fìring angle. This argle is what makes possible the two modes of control

described ifi section 2 .2 . T"he dc current in the line is actually determined

by the firing angle, so current control is basically a matter of controlllng this

angle. The fìring of a thyristor has a certaln permissible time period and

firing after this point causes a misfìre, and commutâtion failu¡e. Inversion

requires a larger firing angle afid is therefore susceptible to t-his problem.

-6-



After fìring a thyristor there is an overlap angle, the t-ime required for

commutatjon to actually occur, a¡rd the period after this is defìned as the

exlinction angle, It is lmporta¡t to note that tÌre overlap angle is a functjon

of the dc current, a¡d is not a set defìnite value. This is why the extjncuon

angle is a better and more importânt quantity to measure in al.l inverter as

opposed to the fìring angle. By keeping this angle large enough there is

sa-fety ma-rgin to avoid possible commutatjon failures. But it is also

desirable to have as low an extlnction angle as possible in terms of

minimøing the total reâctlve power consumption' The need for a

compromise between these two issues suggests tl.e suitability of the

converter for exlincüon ângle control.

Along with delivering the load requirement and reducing the consumed

reactive powe¡ anotJrer important goal of the flring controls is to mlnimjze

the voltage drops at the ac terminals of the converter as its loading changes.

This last item becomes more irnportant when talking about weak ac

systems, which exhibit a greater tendency towa¡ds this behavior'

2 .4 CIIAR.å,CTERIZING A WEAK AC SYSTEM

The short circuit ratlo (scR) is often used as an indicatlon of the strength

oftheac/dcsystem.Itlooksatthesystemimpedarrceandisdefìnedasthe

ratio of the short ci¡cuit MVA at the ac busbar with the dc blocked' to the

dc rated power taken from the same busbar'

Short Clrcuit MVA
SCR =

-7-
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The SCR ca¡r also be defined as tl.e ac system Thevenin admitta¡ce

expressed in per unit of dc power. If fflters a¡e taken into account the

effective short circuit ratio, ESCR, is obtained instead.

Short Clrcuit lvfvA - Filter lvrvA
ESCR =

HVDC POWET

The scR is a reflectjon of the strength of tÌìe system. If the scR is low the

system is said to be weak, ând conversely. :ithe scR is high then the system

is considered stfong. A weak ac system has a larger voltage fluctuation of

t]".e ac bus for variation in the converter load. There is also more

susceptlbility to harmonic distortlon. Generally a system with scR below

three is considered weak, while alythtng above thfee is considered to be a

strong system. The ESCR tells more about a system's steady state operatlon

and its susceptibility to overvoltages.

The controls of any converter statjon use the incoming signal as a reference

for firing the thyristors. once the controls of a converter have determlned

the desired fìring angle, the fìring pulse must be issued at the appropriate

phase a¡gle after the the reference signal, in this case the thyristor valve's

voltage zero crossing. If there are variations in it, or it is easily disturbed,

tj"en any measurements or controls depending on this waveform are a,lso

affected. This is a greater problem in the case of an inverter because, in tl:le

course of even a relatively small variation, the angle will be too small and

result in commutation failure. Depending on the controls and other existing

conditions, this could lead to repeated or sustained commutatlon failures.



2 .5 TYPICAL FIRING CONTROLS IN CON¡-VERTERS

The fìrst hvdc converters used individual phase control to fìre the thyristors.

This involved determining the firing angle desired for each valve and then

either firing at tl.e voltage level corresponding to this angle or a-fter the

appropriate interval following the current zeÍo crossing' In

Figure 2 .3 we can see how ha¡monic distortion can result in incorrect fìring

using the fìrst level detection method. From the second graph in

Figure2.3wecanseehowafrequencyshiftintheincomingwaveformwill

result Ín inaccurate firing using the voltage crossing as a reference - the

angle is no longer represented by the same time interval'

In rectifìcation the firing angle is, by conventional theory, determined by the

required dc current. For inversion the angle for safe and efficient

commutation is often predicted based on the information derived from the

signal waveform. It is appa-rent that both this predictive control of the

inverter and the actual instant of fìring are very much dependent on the

incoming signal. A cormpted or distorted waveform will cause i-ncorrect

fìring which can lead to the generation of non-characteristic ha¡monics for

which there are no filters provided. This can lead to severe harmonic

distortion and eventually even lead to blocking of tìe converter'

The need to be more independent of the voltage waveform, especially in light

of the trend towa¡ds weaker systems, saw the emergence of "phase locked

oscillators." This became what is now referred to as a phase locked loop in

power systems applicaüons. The basis of this control system is a voltage

controlled oscillator [VCO) which delivers a train of pulses at a frequency

directly proportlonal to its control voltage. The output of the VCO is a ramp

-o-



signal at its frequency which triggers the pulses. The various PLLs differ

only on tJre feedback metlìod used to determine this voltage'

Ievel firing
waveform o disto¡ted waveform

tr fùndarnentalfrequency

Flgure 2 .3 : Ft¡tng Waveforms

2 ,6 .1 Basic PLL Theory

The purpose of a PLL is to derive the fundamental waveform from the

incoming signaf t9,1Ol. The PLLis afeedbackloop, as shown in Figure 2 '4 ,

time (s)

frequency shift
different irequency

time (s)
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consisüng of three basic components :

(Ð Phase Comparator (PC)

(ii) Loop Filter

(iii) Vottage{ontrolled Oscillator [VCO)

Theincomingsignâlistheoriginalsignal,whiletheVCOoutputsthe

synthesized signal for comparison. It Ís important to note that the PLL

output does not have to be of the same form as the input. The PC does a

phase comparison on these two signals, which is possible independent of

the type of the inputs' For example, in converters, though t-lle voltage

waveform is a sinusoid, the VCO outputs a ramp signal at the desired

frequency. This will be explained in greater detail later on'

Figure 2 .4 : Simple Phase tocked Loop

Before examining it in detail, let us try fìrst to qualitatively see how a PLL

works. The VCO operates at a set frequency to begin with' The incoming

signal and this signal are compared to generate a¡r error which is related to

the phase and frequency difference between these two. This error is then



fìItered, amplifìed and sent to the VCO. In this ma¡rner the vco frequency

is forced to var5r ín a directjon that reduces the frequency difference between

the vco and the input signâj. The feedback nature of the PLL causes it to

sl,nchronize or lock with the incoming signal. At this point the VCO

frequency Ís identical to the input signal except for a fìnite phase difference.

This is necessary to shift the set VCO frequency to that of the input'

Another way to describe a PLL is to realize that the phase comparator is

really a multiplier cÍrcuÍt that mixes the input and VCO signal' This

produces t]-e sum and difference frequencies. when locked the difference

frequency is zero, and the sum frequency is removed by the loop filter -
therefore, only the dc component is sent to the VCO'

2 ,6 .2 LooP Equations

When locked, i. e. t] e input signal and the VCO output are synchronized' the

PLLcanbeapprodmatedasalinearcont¡olsystem.Theinputsignalhas

a phase Or(t) and the VCO output has a phase 0o(t), a¡d assuming a linear

phase comparator its output will be proportional to the difference between

these two, So, allowing for tìle phase comparator gain factor of K¿' we have

vd = Kd ( 0¡-0o )

or, in the Laplace domain'

Vls) =K¿ [ 9i(s)-0,(s) ]'
This is filtered by the loop fìlter - noise and high frequency components are

suppressed. Represenung the fìIter by the transfer function F(s), we can say

V.(s) = F(s) \z¿(s) .

The VCO has a centre frequency which is altered by a factor

- 12-



Lø=Kovr,
where IÇ is the VCO gâin factor. Since the frequency Ís the derivative of the

phase, we could also saY

de^ft\
-l = Korc'

Now, by taking Laplace transforms, we have

s Or(s) = Ko Vr(s) '

Therefore, the outPut of the VCO is

Ko Vr(s)
ü¿(s) = , ,

or, in other words, the VCo functions as al-ì integrator in the feedback loop.

From this equauon, we can see that the most determining factors on the

performance of the loop are the loop galn and the fllter transfer function,

F(s),TheaboveequationsareusedintheactualmodelingofourPLLs'

discussed in ChaPter 3'

2 .6 ,3 LooP TerminologY

In the above loop equations, we have analyzed the PLL for a locked state.

In tl.is state if a frequency change occlrs a phase error builds up and the

cont¡ol mechanism of the PLL works to eliminate or reduce the error to a

minimum. There are three possible outcomes in this situation. The ideal

one is that t].e locked state is regained without the vco skipping any cycles'

This means that the frequency deviation is within the "lock-in" range of the

pLL, On the ottrer hand, if one or more cycles are skipped before re-locking,

t]-e frequency is considered to be in the "pull-in" range. In the pull-in range

the loop is considered to have lost lock for some duration, no matter how

short, before reaching lock. Another coÍunon term in PLL literature used



for either, or both, the lock-in and pull-in range is the capture range' If we

go beyond this frequency range tl-e loop cannot regain lock, and is unable

to t¡ack the input signal.

so far we have only discussed a locked loop and t-l-e tracking of a PLL. One

usually starts in the unlocked state and tl.e actual process of bringing a loop

into lock is termed acquisition. The ability of a PLL to obtain selË

acquisiuon is often considered a slow and unreliable process. For better

results PLLs usually rely on aided acquisition, which uses auxiliary circuits

to initially bring the loop into lock,



Chapter 3

HMNG CONTROTS ,,V CONVERTERS

3.T INTRODUCÎION

The fìring controls of a converter can be achieved by various methods, and

three are described in this thesis. The original PLL based implementation

was int¡oduced by Ainsworth, and was called a phase locked oscillator. This

controller tries to reproduce and track the ac system frequency, and is

referred to as a pulse frequency controller. An updated version of this, called

a pulse phase controller, uses phase correction as a major component to

achieve this same obiecuve. Another name for this method is pulse posiuon

control. The last approach detailed for converter contlols uses a phase

transformation to help provide the necessary information for accurate

fìring.

3.2 PULS¡E FREgUENCY CONTROL SYSTEM (PFC)

The fìrst proposed PLL based control system for power systems applications

is classed as a pulse frequency cont¡oller and was developed by Ainsworth.

A block diagram of this is shown in Figure 3 ' I '

I5-
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Ftgure 3 . I : Block Dtagram of Pulse Frequency Controller

The error signal for the rectifìer is through dc current error, the difference

between the desired current and tlre measured current' For the inverter the

error is the difference between a set extincuon angle and the one measured'

The final outcome from the vco is a conunuous train of pulses, whose

frequency is determined by the loop. The feedback elTor is used to modify

the frequency of the t¡ain of the VCO pulses' By manipulating the

frequency, not only is the desired frequency achieved, but speeding up and

slowing down the pulses causes the input phase to also be reproduced. In

Figure 3 .2 the output of the VCO and the triggered pulses are shown - here

a phase change is shown to occur by a change in the pulse rate. This is

rather a simplifìed diagram, but conceptually shows how tl.e frequency of

the PLL is modulated to create a change in the phase of the pulse rate.
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Flgure 3 .2 : Pulse Frequency Controller

This tfain of pulses is further fed to a six-stage ring-counter which is

stepped cyclically through by the oscillator pulses' As each stage is

activated,aSTARTpulseissenttothenextthyristorintÏesequence.This

will mean that each successive START pulse will normaìly occur in 60

degree intervals, Simila-rly, the SToP pulse for each t}Ìyristor is issued two

stages later, meaning the duration a thyristor remains on is 120 degrees'

In a twelve pulse scheme we have two six-stage ring-counters or pulses with

3O degree intervals, but the algorithm is the same'

FigureS.latfìrstslghtappearstobedifferentfromthePLLshownin

Chapter 2 (Figure 2.4). However, it should be noted that cr-"." is actually

the phase difference between the ac voltage zero crossings and the issue of

a fìring pulse (i.e., the VCO output)' Hence the ü'meas signal can be treated

as the phase error in the loop' Similarly if the lpath is selected' y-""" is also

an indication of the Phase error.

For the constant current loop, the usual mode for a rectifìer, the amplifìed

difference between the current reference and the measured dc line current



gives rise to a firing angle order. This order is compared to the actual fìring

angle and this difference provides the feedback control. so, unlike the

conventional PLL, we are synchronized to the input signal witl. a phase shift

corresponding to the fìring angle order. This actually simplifies the

electronics of the fìring controls by using this offset as a reference point,

instead ofthe zero crossings of the input ac voltage. Note that this difference

is flrst fed through a proporlional-integral (PI) controller to fìlter the input.

Inthismanner,boththeinstantaneousandaverageelToraretakeninto

account. The PI controller is analogous to a loop fìlter,mentjoned in the

basic PLL theory'

To visualize the working of this control loop, let's first consider steady state

operation. The amplifìed error gives the oscillator a frequency that issues

pulses at a constant rate. These pulses will have a certain phase with

respecttotheacsystemvoltage,whichcorrespondstotlrefìringangle.This

anglewillbetheonenecessaÐ/toresultintlrerequireddccurrent.

Now, to see how the loop is an effective cont¡ol mechanism, let's say the

curTent increases. In this case, the amplified difference in the feedback loop

will cause the oscillator to slow down, thus delaying t].e pulses and thereby

increasing the fìring angle. Increasing the fìring angle will eventually reduce

the current to tJre required value. The system, by shifting frequency will

actually, in t],e end, only change the phase in this case, the desired result'

So, the system settles down to the same current, the same amplified

difference and the same oscillator frequency as in steady state, but now has

a different fìring angle.

In extjnction an$le control, the reigning state for an inverter, tl.e negative

feedback is provided by the efinction angle error. This is the difference



between tl-e measured angle and the exlinction arìgle setting. Again a PI

controller is used to filter the "raw" error. The setting is determined as a

compromise between allowing a margin of safety for the fìring angle and that

of minimizing the consumption of reactive power. The feedback is not of a

constant nature, but actually has an impulse type behavior if the extjnction

angle falls below some speciffed value, a chosen minÍmum extlnctjon angle.

Therefore, if this conditjon is met a quick change to the phase is applied to

avoÍd the extincuon angle from falling into the danger zone or a possible

commutation failure.

In this model of a pulse frequency controller the choice of feedback error is

not predetermined, rather a minimum selection circuit makes tl.is decision.

In the case of a rectifìer the firing angle error is smaller, so it is the controlling

quantity, while the opposite is true of an inverter. of course, usuaìly the

rectjfìer is designated in charge ofcurrent control and therefore the inverter

has a lower current setting at which it is required to in current contlol. This

will naturally force the firing angle error to be greater in an inverter than the

extinction angle, making the choice of minimum error apparent' Butwe can

see how transition from one mode to another control mode is accomplished

by considering the case of an inverter where the dc line current drops below

that of the current setung. At this point the minimum selection will

change-over from exunction angle to firing angle error, and the inverter will

now go into rectifìcation.

There is a feedback signal from ttre minimum selection that is not shown

in Figure 3 . 1 . After choosing, a difference error is generated between the

selected one and both the fìring angle error and the exLinction angie error.

This is fed back to the original error signal, before selection' This keeps both
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signals at a similal. level, making tfansiLion from one type to the other

smoother.

3 .3 PULS¡E PTTASE CONTROL SYSTEM (PPC)

The next cont¡oller is basically a revised or modifìed version of the PFC' The

difference is that the greatest change is in the phase of the VCo pulses. In

this case the loop has a component that causes an insta¡taneous position

shift, proportiona,l to a change in the firing angle order; with a slower

mechanism for catching any phase or frequency variations. An example of

aphasechangeisshownthroughtheVCooutputandthesubsequent

pulsesinFigure3'3'Theproportionalchangeisdeterminedinsuchaway

as to cause the catch-up in phase needed in one time step'

vco
Signal

<---:->olt ott+e

Ftgure 3 .3 : Pulse Phase Controller

As noted, the chief difference between a pulse phase controller and a pulse

frequencycont¡ollerisintheelTormanagement.Heret}refiringorder

differentjal is used to instantaneously change the VCO phase, rather than

tJre frequency, for a step change in the actual fìring angle to force immediate

cofTection. In both types of controllers the error has both a proporlional and
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an integral component - in this case the proportionâl gain plays a much

larger roie. There is a slower acung aL¡xiliary circuit, which is similar in

principle to the pulse frequency controller, that aids in following any phase

and frequency variations. The PPC detailed in this thesis is based on the

controller used on the Manitoba Hydro Nelson River Bipole II System' and

is shown in Figure 3 '4 '

Figure 3 .4 : Block Dtagram of Pulse Phase Controller

The error is generated rMith a slight variation to the ea¡lier method. The

minimum selection is done between the current error and the extinction

angle error, both already fed through independent PI cont¡ollers, and this

error produces a ftring angle order. As explained before' the fìring angle

order is used two ways. First the change in the firing angle order is used

in a feed forward type of control to iniuate immediate correction in the phase

of the vco - an open loop correction, This is an immediate response to any

change in the system's demands. And also in an auxiliary method to correct



any residua_l efTor, by means of another PI controller, that will reflect any

frequencychange.ForthiserrorSigna]t}reorderiscomparedtotlre

measured fìring angie to generate the desired response'

3 .4 dqz CONTROL SYSTEM (dqz Controller)

The last phase locked loop that was studied uses a d-q-z (or dqz)

transformation to generate the error to cont¡ol the firing pulses' as

illustrated in Figure 3 .5 . The three phase voltages are t¡ansformed to two

phases, the direct quadrature axes voltages, V¡, and Vp, according to the

following equations :

,"=1r"-tru-Ir,

1

V6=](V6'V,) '' ,,13

The error signal is derived using

error = Vo sin0 -Vp cos9

wheredisthephaseoutputbytheVCo'Theerrorsi$nalisacteduponby

a pl controller - then sent to the vco to generate a signa-l to send to tl"e

sine-cosine oscillator, which outputs the srrd and cos0 signals that make

up the feedback to the phase voltages' V.' and Vp'

This method gives a continuous phase measurement based on the

assumption of balanced ac voltages. Since the actual input signal generates

tlreerrorsignalitisanongoingprocess'ofcoursetlristechnique'as

mentioned, relies on a balanced harmonic free three phase input' and will

notbemathematicallyeffectiveotherwise.Though,ifunbalanced,itwill
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still t¡ack the positive sequence, But we have to realize that a system wittl

ac voltage imperfections will also aJfect the other methods of fìring control

- and though compromised, each system will stilt function. The error signal

is simply the sine phase difference between vo and 0. If the voltages are

unbalanced t-l1e error is an oscillatjng quantity whose average represents

the phase differencej between the positive sequence fundamental voltage

and the vco output g . In steady state the error is forced to zero thereby

forcing 0 in phase with the fundamental ac waveform. The VCo output

0 can then be compared with the required fìring angle and a fìring pulse is

issuedwhen d = üord.

Figure 3 .5 : Block Diagram of dqz Controller

one difference to note between ttris cont¡ol system and tl"e previous two is

the method of fìring. Both the PFC and PPC use the output from the VCO

to trigger the firing pulses at each periodic zero-crossing of the ramp signal'

Thismethodissuesthepulseswhentherampreachesaspecifiedlevel

corresponding to the ordered fìring angle'

PI Regulator

Sawlooth Generator
t-------li "nÍ- |

3 phase

2 phase

i-t-iÅltlL---------r 
^uref I



ehapter 4

SIMULATION ÆESUITS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The PLL based fìring control systems are tested and compared on a

simulated system. The test system is based on the Nelson River

Tra-nsmÍssion System, a¡d was modeled using EMTDC, We compare the

cont¡ollers by monitoring their responses to various operating

disturbances. Though the system has many parameters that can be

compared for evaluation, in the thesis three are chosen as giving enough of

an indication of the results: t]le dc current and firing algle at the rectjfìer

end, and the extinction angle at the inverter end. They seem to reflect how

each control loop behaved in each situation,

Ðach loop was tuned for optimal operation. Thus the compadson presented

here is based on the assumption that each controller has been tuned to its

best overall performance.

4 .2 NELSON RTVER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

In the Figure 4 . I is a schematic representation of tJ:e modeled system' By

having a staJ-sta-r a¡rd a sta¡-delta valve group connected on each side we

have a l2-pulse system' Only one 12 pulse valve group in one pole was
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modeled. Representation of the other pole was achieved through a dc

current source of 1.8 kA" whlch is I per unit (p.u.) rated current, which is

incident on t.Ire node between poles.

On the dc side the fllters, smoothing reactor and simple by-pass swttch

model were included. The line itself is represented by all four conductors

using distributed parameters. The conductors not incident at the polebeing

studied were termlnated in their smoothing reactors and dc filters' Since

dc currents involve no steady-state coupling effects, we can terrnjnate the

other eonductors to gror:nd, This assumes that no stmultaneous voltage

charges ta,ke place on the unmodeled converter during any of our tests.

The ac system models i¡rclude the ac fiIters, the convertor t¡ansformers and

a simple ThevenirÌ equlvalent circuit that is designed to provide t¡e reqlrired

short circult capacity and the proper damping at two speciffed frequencies.

The rectifier has a SCR of 3.0 at 85 degrees, while the inverter has a SCR

of 2.5 at 8O degrees.

O.?5t{ Eæ!.V doublc <ircu¡t

I I 
',r. 

llù. ¡{?

!'igure 4 ,l : Nelson Rlver Transrnisston System Model



4.3 TEST SIMUI,ATIONS

For the tests the three quantitìes are plotted to show the responses of the

controllers. The dc current is measured in kiloamps. The firing angle'

which can also be referred to as alpha as used in our results, is in degrees

in the graphs. Similarly the extjnctjon angle is referred to as gamma and

is in degrees. The gains of each of the firing control systems were optìmally

adjusted to give the best overall response for the disturba¡rces considered.

The higher level controls, i.e. current and angle orders, were assumed to be

the same for a-ll cases.

4 .3 .1 Reference Current DroP

This test is very easily implemented in the program by just changing the

current order at the rectifier, which is the converter station in current

control. The current order was reduced by 50% from t]]e original order for

a 500 ms period ald then returned to I00% status thereafter.

From Figures 4.2-4.4we can see some of the results graphed from this test.

The response of the PFC is the slowest a¡d has the greatest overshoot from

the desired values. The PPC a¡rd the dqz controller a¡e similar, butboth the

firing al.ld exlinction a¡gle curves lock faster and tighter for the dqz

controller. The firing angle response to the order is almost instantaneous

in these cases. For the dqz controller we can see its superior ability to lock

onto the order for both angles so accurately.

4 ,3 .2 Extinction AnEle SettinE Change

chafìging the setting of the desired extjnction angle at the inverter is simila,r-.

to the lowering of the reference current in ease of implementing in the
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prograÌn. The nominal extinctjon angle setting of 18 degrees was lowered

to l5 degrees for 8OO ms, a¡rd then returned to the original setting.

This is a delicate test in some ways since we are testing Ít on a wea-k system'

Lowering the setting could raise the risk of commutation failure a¡d make

recovery dÍfficutt. By decreasing tl.e exLinction angle the need for reactjve

power consumption is reduced.

From Figures 4.5-4.7 we can see some of the effects of this test' It is not

a major disturbance, so its overall effect is not of great magnitude, unless

it leads to commutâtion failure. The dc current response shows the dqz

controller as the best, while the PPC and PFC foltow, in that order. Again

we can note the excellent tracking and accuracy of the dqz controller in the

arrgle graphs. Another point is clearly seen in the graphs for this case - the

proportional nature of the cont¡ol of the PPC. Though response is fast,

settling down is not exact as slight oscillations continue to take place.

4 .3 .3 Single Phase Fault at Rectifier

To accomplish this type of fault tl-e actual network simulated system was

slightty altered. At the ac bus each line was connected to ground through

a very large resistance, basically not changing the system in any discernable

way at this point. when a fault is desired on any line this resistance ca¡

simply be reduced to a very low value that basically Ís a shorl between the

line and ground. To remove t].e fault situation wejust go back to the original

value of tl1e resistance. Note that when removing the fault, analogous to

opening a switch, one would want to do it on a current zero. The faulted

condition is induced for 50 ms in this test.



In tfris case the graphs, shown in Figures 4.8-4.10' show the dqz Controller

to be the most effective. It has the fastest response a¡rd reaches steady state

operatjon first. In the PFC the dc current reaches zero and has slowest

recovery.

4 ,3 .4 Single Phase Fault at Inverter

This is implemented in the same manner as the fault at the rectifier, but at

the inverter end.

similar to earlier, Figures 4.ll-4.13 show the dqz controller with the best

response. In this case the PFC has a very poor recovery compared to the

other two.

4 .3 ,6 Three-Phase Fault at Rectifier

Almost exactly the same as the one-phase fault, except shorLing out all three

lines. This creates a balanced line-to-ground t-hree-phase fault'

From Figures 4.L4-4.16 we can see the response to this fault' All three

controllers exhibit simila¡ behavior. In this case the settling down time is

very comparable. The dqz Controller does manage to bring the system to

values close to equilibrium the fastest, as demonst¡ated in tÌìe dc current

response curve,

4 .3 .6 Three-Phase Fault at Inverter

Again this is implemented in the sarne way as the rectjfìer fault, but at the

inverter end.

These graphs, Figures 4,17-4.19, show a very simila¡ result as that of the

single phase fault at the inverter. They show the dqz controller as having
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the best recovery, but the PPC being very close in response. The PFC has

the worst results, with the slowest recovery ald large overshoot.

4 .3 .7 DC Line Fault at Rectifìer

Again we alter the system configuration to accommodate a dc line fault. At

t-l e dc bus we connect a large resistarrce to ground, which is switched to a

negligible resistance to initiate a fault. The fault, in this case is sustained

for 50 ms, a_fter which poÍnt the resistance is increased so tflat the short

again effectjvely disappears. In this situation a slightly different method

was used during tl:le fault - we specisr the firing angle order after realizing

the fault has occurred. This is done in the program, it was chosen to

recognize the fault at 10 ms after its occurrence, At this point, the firing

angle order was left as specifìed for 10 ms, which would be the maximum

value. After this we ramped the order down to the minimum value, the fault

being consídered cleared.

For this case, Figures 4.20-4.22, the fastest recovery is seen to be by the dqz

cont¡oller. Though the PPC has a fast response, the recovery is quite a bit

slower, and is more comparable, when taking into account the point where

the system is considered settled down, to the PFC. But the PFC has avery

large overshoot, and takes a long tjme to even come close to the normal

operating conditions.

4 .4 AC VOLTAGE AT THE I¡I\TDRTER BUS

Another system quantity of interest for comparison is the ac voltage at the

bus. Table 4 .l shows tJre overvoltages measured for the various tests just

discussed. control of this value is another criterion of a effective cont¡ol
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system. The values seen here do not give any clear-cut best choice out of

the three cont¡ollers, and they a-re relatively comparable based on overa-ll

response in this category.

Table 4 . t : AC Overvoltages at the Inverter

Test # PFC PPC dqz Controller

4.3.1 2tt.7 kv 211.8 kV 215.8 kV

4.3.2 194.3 kV 192.6 kV 192.3 kV

4.3.3 220.2 kV 22a.3 kV 208.7 kV

4.3.4 224.3 kV 2r9.8 kV 22L.r kV

4.3.5 225.4 kV 232.7 kV 21I.8 kV

4.3.6 204.3 kV 212.9 kV 214.5 kV

4.3.7 325.3 kV 3r8.2 kV 292.3 kV

4.5 DTSCUSSION

When analyzing the responses of tle three PLls to various operating

conditions r¡/e have to consider different factors. The speed of recovery,

settling down time, overshoots of different variables, etc. In our

compadsons, the best performance was seen to be exhibited by the dqz

Controtler. The PFC was seen to be generally the slowest at recovery, and

also had the greatest overshoots. since operational disturbances are often

more the case of locking onto the phase of the input signal than the actual

tracking of frequency variations, the PPC shows how incorporating this into

the original PFC improves the performance dramatica-lly. When comparing

the PPC and the dqz Controller, they are almost comparable in behavior'
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Figure 4.2 : DC Cu¡rent for DC Reference Current Drop
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Figure 4.4 : Gamma for DC Reference Current Drop
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Figure 4.5 : DC Current for Reference Extinction Angle Drop
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Figure 4.8 : DC Current for Single Phase Fault at Rectifier
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Figure 4.14 : DC Cu¡rent for Tfuee Phase Fault at Rectifier
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Figure 4.17 : DC Current for Th¡ee Phase Fault at Inverter
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Figure 4.18 : Alpha for Th¡ee Phase Fault at Inverter
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Figure 4.20 : DC Cunent for DC Line Fault
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Ghapter 5

coMCL{,/StOru

The controls of a converter statlon are seen to use ttre incoÍiing waveforms

as a reference signal. Any distorlions in the input can cause an incorrect

or ineffìcient cont¡ol system - particularly a problem in weak ac systems.

phase locked loops ate a method of "cleaning" up the input and tracking any

changes in frequency or phase of this stgnal' Incorporating PLLs tnto

converter cont¡ol is one way of limitlng tl.e direct dependence of the fìring

controls on any references signal fluctuations. In tl"is thesis three such

systems are described and compared.

Whentryingtoevaluatedifferentcont¡ollerst]rerea¡emanyparaÍIeters

tJ:tat can be discussed' The dc current response shows the dqz controller

asthesuperiormet}rod.Thisvalueisagoodirrdicatorofthesystem'spower

recovery. One wants to regain steady state as soon as possible v¡ith a

minimum of overshoot, Also, since the firing controls regulate the flring and

extlncüon angles, these a¡e also important to look at' The dqz Controller

does the bestJob, with the PPC being quite comparable' The PFC is seen

to be tl.e poorest method in our tests'

Though our results have shown the dqz controller io be the best, the PPC

to be close and the PFC the least effective, it is tnportant to note that all
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three controllers did manage a satisfactory recovery of the system to the

various disturbances.
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